ASSEMBLY GUIDE

Before you begin

Enhance your assembly experience.
Download the free BILT™ app for 3D step-by-step instructions.
△ Assemble grill on a flat, level, and soft surface.
△ Remove protective film from stainless steel parts before installing.
△ Do not use power tools for assembly.
△ 2 people required for assembly.
△ There may be visual differences between illustrations and model purchased.
△ All packing material is recyclable.
Remove all packing material.

Wires must be routed on the INSIDE of the grill frame.

Gas line must be routed on the OUTSIDE of the grill frame.
Refer to the Troubleshooting section of your Owner’s Guide for match lighting instructions.

MODELS ONLY:

410
610

• See next page for 210 and 310 models.
MODELS ONLY:

210 310

a.

[Diagram showing the assembly of a grill stand with screws and brackets]
b.

c.
Adjust if necessary.
Do not tighten screws at this time.
Attach wires.
c.

⚠️ Remove all packing material.
Register Today.
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